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Background: Wound management is stretching the limits of health systems globally, challenging clinicians to evaluate the effectiveness of their treatments and deliver appropriate care to their patients. Visual inspection and manual measurement of wound size are subjective, often inaccurate and inconsistent. Growth factors, such as pro-inflammatory cytokines and proteases, play important roles in cutaneous wound healing. However, little is known about the point-of-care monitoring of the changes in such markers during the healing process. Here, we explore the capability of surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) as a viable point-of-care platform to monitor the changes of these surrogate indicators of healing status in chronic wounds.

Methods: We developed a biofunctionalized flexible, cost-effective, scalable and easy-to-fabricate plasmonic SERS substrate using cellulose fibre (CF), which is used for sensing of wound markers based on a modified immunoassay method.

Results: We evaluated and selected the reliable silver nano-island thickness that will be sputtered onto the CF-based substrate for the highest SERS enhancement. Using this biofunctionalized SERS substrate, we detected varying concentrations of MMP-9 (10–5000 ng/mL) and TNF-α (5–100 ng/mL) proteins to model the wound exudates. This SERS detection method demonstrates a linear response within biologically relevant concentrations, ranging from 10 to 500 ng/mL for MMP-9 and 5 to 25 ng/mL for TNF-α for these surrogate indicators.

Conclusion: Our SERS sensing platform achieved detection limits in the µM to sub-nM range and displayed high sensitivity and selectivity. This could result in a cheap, point-of-care device that provides a non-invasive measure of cutaneous wound healing in real time. We envision that these flexible substrates after activation may be incorporated into wound dressings in future for routine monitoring of wound healing status.
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Introduction

Wound healing involves the multifaceted coordination of cellular responses to the presence of protein mediators and regulators, and mobilization of biological events to facilitate tissue repair. In the presence of pathophysiological abnormalities, such as high blood sugar level in diabetes, this coordination fails, impairing wound healing and tissue repair. Current approaches to managing chronic wounds remain reliant on regular monitoring with clinical reviews over prolonged periods of time. This comprehensive care plan is complex, tedious and labor-intensive, resulting in inefficiencies, high costs and often poor compliance, ensuring chronic wound...
management is among the most impactful current socio-economic healthcare challenges. Current clinical reviews include capturing digital photographs of the wound and physically measuring its dimensions to monitor the wound size over time; little information is captured from the wound at the cellular or tissue level.\(^2\)–\(^5\) Because of the complexity of the mechanisms involved in wound healing, there exists a plethora of possible biological signals and markers, including inflammatory cytokines, growth factors and proteinases/proteinase inhibitors associated with wound healing and tissue repair.\(^6\)

Understanding the mechanisms that impair wound healing has identified potential predictive, diagnostic and indicative biomarkers and determined their role in the wound healing cascade of events.\(^7\) These biomarkers present in the wound fluid, tissue specimens or serum have potential to grant predictive outcomes for personalized treatment, reveal the wound healing status and response to treatment, and facilitate a more informed clinical assessment.

Generally, a multi-omics approach to evaluating putative biomarkers associated with disease involves collecting biopsy samples from patients and transferring these to a laboratory for quantification using specialist techniques; for example, enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs)\(^8\) or liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry (LC–MS).\(^8\) This adds to lengthy analytical procedures as clinical samples have to be prepared in accordance with the assays employed. Classical ELISAs are sufficiently sensitive to determine up to \(1\) pg/mL for some protein biomarkers but they are laborious, costly and not suitable for point-of-care (POC) detection of multiple biomarkers. On the other hand, LC–MS has the capability to detect multiple biomarkers with very high sensitivity and specificity. However, it is time consuming, involves expensive equipment and hence is not feasible for POC analyses.

Incorporating sensors for clinically relevant indicators into wound dressings offers a convenient non-invasive technique to sample wounds directly, improving clinical measures and informing clinical decisions. This innovation will have a direct impact on patients, optimizing the clinical workflow and improving the management of individuals with chronic wounds. Through thoughtful design, sensors should simultaneously detect multiple biomarkers, be portable, flexible and compatible with dressings and, importantly, be cost-effective. If not cost-effective, there exists no incentive to adopt and use the technology. We therefore proposed coupling cellulose fibre (CF) substrates with surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) to detect biomarkers known to be associated with impaired wound healing. SERS exploits the enhancement of Raman scattering by molecules physically or chemically adsorbed onto a substrate. This modality is highly sensitive and specific for chemical and bio-molecular detection as it produces unique vibrational spectra (“fingerprints”) for individual molecular species. A selection of SERS substrates have been fabricated with different structural morphologies, including electrochemically roughened electrodes,\(^9\)–\(^12\) colloidal nanoparticle films,\(^13,14\) metal film nanospheres (MFON),\(^15,16\) metal islands,\(^16–19\) electrospinning nanofibrous,\(^20–22\) tunable SERS substrates,\(^23–27\) silicon-based nanogap and nanopillars,\(^28–30\) electron beam lithography regular plasmonic microarray and nanoholes.\(^13,28,30\)

Silicon and glass\(^28–31\) are the classical SERS substrates as they yield low background signals and ensure that most analytes attach to the nanoparticles. However, silicon and glass are less than ideal for incorporation into wound dressings; they are fragile and rigid. Many studies have explored using alternative substrate supports, including CF-based paper substrates. CF is cheap, plentiful and readily recycled. Other advantages of using CF as a substrate include its natural hydrophilicity and its wicking ability that allows it to drive sample flow without external input. Further, plasmonic CF substrates can be made through various methods, such as soaking,\(^32,33\) inkjet printing,\(^34\) deposition\(^35\) and filtration,\(^36\) and in a variety of form factors such as microarrays,\(^34\) swabs and dipsticks.\(^37\)

Cutaneous wound healing is characterized as a series of overlapping cascading events.\(^38\) Wounds in which any of these events are perturbed exhibit delayed healing and commonly remain “stuck” in the inflammatory phase. The pro-inflammatory cytokines tumor necrosis factor-\(\alpha\) (TNF-\(\alpha\)) and interleukin-1 (IL1-\(\alpha\) and IL1-\(\beta\)) are elevated in patients with chronic wounds.\(^39–43\) High levels of activated MMP-2 and MMP-9 are also reported to be present in chronic wounds and hinder wound closure and healing.\(^44,45\) These data informed our selection of TNF-\(\alpha\), IL1-\(\alpha\), IL1-\(\beta\) and MMP-9 as candidate biomarkers to be incorporated in prototype CF-based SERS biosensors. In this paper, we developed a flexible, cost-effective, reliable, easy-to-fabricate plasmonic SERS substrate using flexible CF substrate. The plasmonic silver nanoparticles which are non-spherical in shape were optimized and decorated onto the CF substrates using dry deposition by sputtering method. The resultant affordable SERS platform was used to detect MMP-9, TNF-\(\alpha\), IL1-\(\alpha\) and IL1-\(\beta\) in simulated wound fluids in the clinically relevant nM to pM.
range. We envision that these substrates after activation can be incorporated into wound dressings in future for the routine monitoring of wound biomarkers. This proof-of-concept study illustrates the potential application of SERS biosensors to predict the healing status of wounds and monitor healing trajectory in a non-invasive manner.

**Materials and Methods**

**Materials and Chemicals**

The following were purchased as indicated: (3-Aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES) (Sigma Aldrich), 2-Iminothiolane hydrochloride (Traut’s reagent) (Sigma Aldrich), 1-Ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide (EDC) (Thermo Fisher Scientific), N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) (Thermo Fisher Scientific), 4-Aminothiophenol (4-ATP) (Sigma Aldrich), 2-naphthalenethiol (2-NT) (Sigma Aldrich), recombinant human TNF-α protein (TNF-α) (Abcam), Anti-TNF-α antibody (Anti-TNF-α) (Abcam), recombinant human MMP-9 protein (Abcam); Anti-MMP-9 antibody (Abcam), recombinant human IL1-α protein (Abcam), anti-IL1-α antibody (Abcam); recombinant human IL1-β protein (Abcam); rabbit polyclonal anti-IL1-β antibody (Abcam); Human MMP9 ELISA Kit - ab246539 (Abcam), bovine serum albumin (BSA) (Sigma Aldrich), ethanol (Merck) and phosphate buffered saline (PBS) (Lonza).

**Preparation of CF Substrates**

The preparation of CF substrates is illustrated in Figure 1A. APTES (300µL of 2%) in ethanol was added to a Whatman Grade 1, 2.5 cm diameter CF membrane filter (GE Healthcare Life Sciences) and left to dry for 5 min. The CF substrates were then washed with acetone, left to dry and sputter-coated with Ag (99.999% purity, JEOL) at 10–20 mA (JEOL, JFC-1600 Auto fine coater). The Ag metal layer was deposited at a rate of ~1 nm/s to achieve different metal thickness. The size of the particle is proportional to the duration of deposition. Here, we optimized the deposition condition to form a reproducible particle size of Ag nanoparticles on substrate. Following that, the CF substrates were washed twice with water and ethanol and dried in a desiccator for 1 h. SERS measurements were performed on the CF substrates to check for background signals and contamination. Only CF substrates with no evidence of contamination were used for biosensor measurements.

**Characterizations**

A field emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM) from JEOL was used to image the SERS CF substrates. SERS measurements of samples were performed using a Renishaw InVia Raman upright microscope (Renishaw InVia, UK) with a 785 nm laser. This Raman system was integrated with a Leica microscope and the laser light was coupled through an objective lens (50 x, 0.75 N.A.), which was used to excite the sample and to collect the scattered Raman signal. Prominent Rayleigh scattering was blocked using a notch filter. The beam spot illuminating the sample was ~2 µm. Spectra (10) were acquired from more than 10 different spot areas on each sample. Each spectrum was integrated for 10 s, in the range of 700–1800 cm\(^{-1}\). Post-collection processing of the SERS spectra was performed using the WiRE™ v3.4 software associated with the instrument. The background subtraction was performed by cubic spline interpolation. The instrument was calibrated at 520 cm\(^{-1}\) from standard silicon.

**Preparation of Modified Wound Biomarker Protein and Antibody**

Commercially acquired preparations of MMP-9, TNF-α, IL1-α and IL1-β proteins and antibodies were used as received. 4-ATP and 2-NT were used as the Raman active molecules in this study to estimate the performance of the fabricated substrate. Representative SERS spectra of the Raman reporter molecules were shown in Figure S1. TNF-α protein (10 µg/mL, Abcam) was modified with 14 mM Traut’s reagent and filtered using an Ultra-0.5 Centrifugal Filter Unit (Amicon) to remove excess Traut’s reagent. EDC (400 µL of 50 mM) was added to 100 µL of 1 mg/mL anti-TNF-α solution and incubated for 5 min. NHS (400 µL of 10 mM) was then added to the mixture and left to incubate for 5 min. Next, 100 µL of 1 mM 4-ATP was added to the EDC-NHS anti-TNF-α solution and left to incubate for 30 mins. The solution was subsequently filtered to remove excess unreacted reagents and the resultant protein filtrate was reconstituted to 0.1 mg/mL anti-TNF-α modified with 4-ATP (anti-TNF-α-4-ATP).

**Preparation of CF Substrate for Biomarker Sensing**

The method of preparing CF substrates for SERS biomarker sensing is presented in Figure 1B. We employed protein
modification via Traut’s reagent to minimize non-specific binding on the substrate surface that could be introduced with every incubation step, improving the experimental workflow. Traut’s reagent was used for the thiolation of primary amines of commercially acquired preparations of MMP-9, TNF-α, IL1-α and IL1-β proteins, introducing sulfhydryl groups while retaining the charge properties of the original amino group. Thiolated proteins were filtered to remove excess unreacted Traut’s reagent and serially diluted in PBS to yield final concentrations of 5 to 5000 ng/mL. These were used to establish the limit of detection of the CF substrates. Modified proteins of varying
concentrations were immobilized onto Ag-coated CF substrates by incubation with thiolated protein solutions. Samples were washed thoroughly with PBS buffer to remove weakly immobilised and/or unbound thiolated proteins. Following the immobilisation of the thiolated proteins and PBS washing, the CF substrates were incubated in a solution of 0.5 mg/mL BSA solution to occupy non-specific binding sites on the CF substrate surface. Exposure to the corresponding MMP-9, TNF-α, IL1-α and IL1-β antibodies tagged with 4-ATP solution (Raman reporter) resulted in specific binding to thiolated MMP-9, TNF-α, IL1-α and IL1-β proteins, respectively, detected as 4-ATP SERS Raman spectra.

Results and Discussion

Design and Fabrication of Flexible CF Membrane Substrates

The fabrication process of the flexible CF SERS substrates is depicted in Figure 1A. Firstly, the CF-based membrane surface was washed with pure water (Milli-Q) followed by cleaning with ethanol and acetone to remove any residual impurities that may have adhered to the membrane and was then dried. In order to improve the adhesion of the metal nanoparticles onto the CF-based membrane surface, we attached the APTES linker molecules by means of self-assembled monolayer (SAM) onto the whole CF membrane surface. This was achieved by conjugating the hydroxyl functional group present in the CF membrane surface with that of the ethoxy functional group present in APTES. The presence of free amine group on APTES binds the Ag nanoparticles strongly to the CF membrane substrate during the sputtering stage. In our current method, we have used a novel sputtering technique to decorate single layer nanoparticles uniformly on the whole area of the substrate surface. Prior to using the SERS substrate, unbound and loosely bound Ag nanoparticles were removed by repeatedly washing the CF membrane surface, to ensure reliable and robust CF-based SERS substrates.

FE-SEM Characterization of Flexible CF Membrane Substrate

The microstructure of the CF-based substrates resulting from varying the Ag deposition conditions, including the current and deposition time, was investigated using FE-SEM. Figure S2 shows a multilayer morphology of Ag particles for the substrate prepared at 10 mA with deposition times varying from 30 to 80 seconds. It was observed that the distribution of the Ag particles became increasingly disordered with longer sputter-coating times. Similarly, Figure 2 depicts the morphology of the Ag deposition at 20 mA with deposition times varying from 20 to 80 seconds. Increasing the sputtering current increased the deposition rate of the Ag and coincidently prevented the aggregation of Ag particles before deposition, suggested by the increased Ag layer thickness with longer deposition times without evidence for more Ag aggregates. To obtain high Raman signal enhancement, the gap between Ag nanoparticles should be less than 50 nm, as the smaller the gap, the larger the SERS enhancement.18 We observed that, as the thickness of the Ag layer increased, the gap between nanoparticles decreased, up to 60 seconds of Ag deposition. With longer deposition time, it was evident that nanoparticles fused together, resulting in weaker electromagnetic fields and loss of plasmonic properties.16–19

Evaluating Performance of Flexible CF Membrane Substrate with 2-NT Raman Probe

CF membranes decorated with varying thicknesses of Ag nanoparticles were tested with the Raman active molecule 2-NT to optimize fabrication of the CF-based SERS substrate. Figure S1B reports a representative 2-NT SERS spectra. The SERS properties of this Raman probe were studied under 785 nm laser excitation: the characteristic SERS band for 2-NT is evident at 1066 cm⁻¹, annotated with an arrow. Figure 3A demonstrates that increasing the duration of Ag deposition coincidently increases SERS enhancement; however, this correlation was only observed in samples with Ag layers with thicknesses up to approximately 60 nm. The rate of deposition of Ag was calculated to be approximately 1 nm/S.16 When the duration of Ag deposition is increased beyond 60 seconds, SERS enhancement is weakened, corresponding with nanoparticles fusing and losing optimal spatial distancing.18 To characterize the Ag-coating uniformity, SERS measurements were acquired across different regions of the substrate (Figure 3B). The overall variation of measures was found to be less than 5% and within the acceptable range. We interpret this as indicating that the Ag nanoparticles were uniformly decorated around the CF. In Figure S3, the SERS intensity of 2-NT illustrates the variable thickness of Ag particle deposition obtained with 10 mA current. When the Ag deposition was performed using 10 mA current, we found that the maximum SERS enhancement was lower than that obtained using 20 mA current for Ag.
Figure 2 SEM images showing the surface morphology of Ag-coated cellulose fibre substrates at 20 mA with various deposition times: (A) 20 s; (B) 30 s; (C) 40 s; (D) 50 s; (E) 60 s; (F) 80 s; scale bar (in white) is 200 nm and scale bar (in black) is 100 nm.

Figure 3 Evaluation of substrate performance. (A) Plot shows that the maximum SERS signal enhancement was obtained for the cellulose fibre SERS substrate with approximately 60 nm Ag film thickness; (B) Plot shows the uniformity of the substrate signal enhancement across the substrate.
deposition. We interpret this as indicating Ag nanoparticles deposited at 10 mA aggregate and attenuated SERS signals. Among the substrates tested, CF-based substrates sputtered at 20 mA for 60 seconds yielded the highest 2-NT SERS signal intensity, at 1066 cm\(^{-1}\). Thus, depositing Ag onto CF membranes at 20 mA for 60 seconds was selected as the optimal condition for sputter-coating.

We also performed SERS mapping on the above selected substrate to acquire large area scanning to demonstrate the uniformity of signal enhancement along the CF membrane fibres. For this, we scanned the substrate surface to obtain the 2-NT signal intensity at 1066 cm\(^{-1}\) using the 5x magnification objective lens. Figure S4 shows the optical image of the substrate surface with overlaid SERS signal in spatial red heat map. The bright red color corresponds to high SERS enhancement region while black color corresponds to weak or no SERS enhancement region due to absence of nanostructures in the SERS heat map. As shown in Figure S4, we observed uniform SERS signal for 2-NT on the membrane surface along the length of the CF fibres while poor or no SERS signal between the intertwining CF fibres was detected. This demonstrates the uniformity of the CF membrane, making it a potentially good candidate as a novel flexible SERS substrate.

Detection of MMP-9, TNF-α, IL1-α and IL1-β with CF-Based SERS Substrates

We tested selected proteases and interleukins associated with the wound healing response using a modified immunoassay method on the newly fabricated CF-based SERS substrate. The design brief was to use the CF-based SERS substrate to characterize wound exudates via 4-ATP as the Raman probe conjugated to anti-MMP-9 and -TNF-α immunoglobulins. Figure 4 depicts the relationship between analyte concentration (pg to µg/mL range) and intensity of the SERS signal at the 1078 cm\(^{-1}\) peak, corresponding to the Raman probe 4-ATP for each analyte. We tested SERS sensitivity to MMP-9 over concentrations from 10 ng/mL to 5000 ng/mL. The calibration plot was observed to exhibit concentration dependent linear correlation for MMP-9 only up to 500 ng/mL, with an \(R^2\) value of 0.952, beyond which no linear correlation was observed. In the case of TNF-α, on the other hand, we tested a lower concentration range: 5 to 100 ng/mL. The resultant calibration plot yielded a non-linear correlation over the whole concentration range with an \(R^2\) value of 0.988. Measured results for the cytokines IL1-α and IL1-β are reported in Figure S5. These data demonstrate that we achieved detection of these target protein species with our flexible CF SERS substrates within the biologically relevant, sub-ng/mL concentration range. Notably, the CF SERS detection of the target bioanalytes is more sensitive than data reported for an equivalent nanomechanical sensor, and for traditional sandwich immunoassays.\(^{46-48}\) The levels of IL-1 and TNF-α reported in healing wounds are \(~1\) ng/mL; in chronic wounds, these levels commonly reach 50 and 15 ng/mL, respectively.\(^{20,49,50}\)

The wide detection range of the CF SERS substrates is advantageous for determining trace levels of biomarker targets in the wound environment during healing. We did not explore the capacity of the CF SERS substrates to report concentrations beyond this range, but we suggest that further substrate surface functionalization will expand the range of detection. The maximum detectable concentration range of conventional ELISA is less than our functionalized CF-based SERS substrate. From a manufacturing and reproducibility perspective, the performance of the CF-based substrates was found to be relatively uniform across the entire active substrate surface. The notable sensitivity of the proposed approach may be attributed to these characteristics: (1) the Ag layer structure allows decoration of ATP binding sites, thus enhancing detection performance.

![Figure 4](https://doi.org/10.2147/IJN.S303130)
significantly; (2) the deposition of Ag nanoparticles greatly enlarges the active surface area available in the sensor, ensuring it effectively captures higher concentrations of the target biomarker. We have established a reliable and scalable method to manufacture flexible plasmonic substrates using CF.

Detection of Spiked Concentrations of TNF-α and MMP-9 Proteins

To validate the specificity and efficiency of detecting the target biomarkers in complex biological fluids, we performed a proof-of-concept study in which we spiked the analyte of interest into samples containing serum albumin (BSA) and other plasma-derived species to imitate the actual biological condition. In order to achieve this, we spiked MMP-9 and TNF-α proteins into a solution of 0.5 mg/mL BSA in phosphate buffered saline, pH 7.4. In order to simulate serum, the proteins in the resultant spiked solutions were then thiolated using Traut’s reagent. To study the feasibility of our CF-based SERS platform in real applications, sample vials spiked with MMP-9 and TNF-α together were prepared with desired analyte concentrations (25, 125 and 1000 ng/mL and 5, 25 and 50 ng/mL, respectively) using the above mentioned method. Figure 4A and B illustrate the detection of spiked concentrations of MMP-9 and TNF-α biomarkers (red square points), respectively, by interpolating the detected concentrations of the analytes from the respective SERS calibration plot obtained at 1078 cm⁻¹. In the case of MMP-9, we obtained an accuracy of more than 95% for lower concentrations of 25 and 125 ng/mL, due to the linear range of the calibration plot up to ~500 ng/mL (Figure 4A). Beyond this concentration range, the calibration plot was no longer linear, resulting in a reduction in accuracy of the SERS sensor to 90.9% for concentrations above 500 ng/mL. Hence, the optimal concentration ranges in which the CF-based SERS membrane biosensor exhibits highest accuracy is from 5–500 ng/mL. Similarly, in the case of the TNF-α biomarker, linear correlation in the calibration plot was observed from the concentration range of 5 to 25 ng/mL, after which the specificity of the sensitivity of the substrate decreased to 75% at concentrations of 50 ng/mL (Figure 4B). Therefore, solutions with biomarker concentrations beyond 50 ng/mL warrant further dilution to detect with high accuracy. As shown in Table 1, recoveries of MMP-9 in spiked samples range from 90 to 97% with a relative standard deviation of <6.2%, while those of TNF-α vary from 75 to 102% with a relative standard deviation of <11.2%. This suggests that the recovery of MMP-9 is more efficient compared to that of TNF-α protein. This could be ascribed to the better correlation of SERS intensity obtained with a large range of concentrations for MMP-9 ie, $R^2$ values closer to 1 whereas in the case of TNF-α, the saturation phase of the calibration plot had not been achieved.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spiked Analyte</th>
<th>Spiked Concentration (ng/mL)</th>
<th>Recoveries (%)</th>
<th>Relative Standard Deviation (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MMP-9</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>97.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>125</td>
<td>95.3</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNF-α</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>102.6</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>82.8</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>75.2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusions

We exploited the surface geometry characteristics of cellulose fibres to fabricate CF-based SERS substrates by depositing Ag particles onto chromatography CF substrates, and used the resulting functionalized CF to detect and quantitate protein biomarkers present in wound fluids, namely, MMP-9, TNF-α, IL1-α and IL1-β. CF substrates offer several advantages over existing substrates, being flexible, economical, easy to use, and with uncomplicated analyte uptake (self-wicking). These properties are ideal to facilitate CF sensors being incorporated into existing wound dressing materials and formats. The sensing strategy of our CF membrane substrate as SERS sensors is based on the strong adsorption of plasmonic metal layers onto the CF surface. We have reported on the methodology of fabrication and optimization of CF substrates for SERS enhancement, optimization of Ag deposition variables and stabilization of the Ag coating with ATPES. The exemplar sensor prototype demonstrates linear responses within biologically relevant concentrations, ranging from 10 to 500 ng/mL for MMP-9, and in the case of TNF-α, linear responses for the range of 5 to 25 ng/mL. In addition, we also demonstrated a different range of linear responses for IL1-α and IL1-β. By achieving the highest detection point of sub-µg/mL for these biomarker proteins, our present flexible CF SERS substrate reveals the effectiveness,
specificity and high sensitivity required to detect and measure clinically relevant changes in critical biomarkers evident in the wound environment. The prototype SERS sensor we describe possesses considerable promise for permitting non-invasive monitoring of chronic wounds, adding to the armamentarium of much needed clinical decision-making tools.
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